Acconeer receives an order from Digi-Key worth USD 17,612

The order relates to Acconeer's High-Performance module XM112 and the Breakout board XB112. American Digi-Key's platform, serving both global players as well as smaller local niche producers, is an important distribution channel for Acconeer. To date, Acconeer has identified six product launches from players who purchased Acconeer's sensor through Digi-Key.

Lars Lindell, CEO Acconeer, comments: “Digi-Key remains a very important channel for us. By being on their platform, we reach out to players on a global scale in a very cost-effective way, and it's always fun when we can identify product launches including our sensor”.

For additional information, please contact:
Lars Lindell, CEO Acconeer, Phone: +46 10218 92 00, Mail: ir@acconeer.com

This information is information that Acconeer AB is required to disclose by the EU Market Abuse Regulation. The information was provided by the above contact person, for publication on 27th of September 2019 at 12.00

About Acconeer AB
Acconeer is a leading radar sensor company based in Lund, south Sweden, in Ideon, the country's hottest region for wireless technologies. Acconeer is developing a truly leading ultra-low power, high precision 3D sensor which will revolutionize the way that mobile devices interpret their surroundings. Acconeer's ultra-low power and millimeter precision sensor will be a robust and cost-effective solution for applications ranging from virtual reality and gaming to security and robot control. Information from the sensor can also be used to identify different materials, these are just some examples of the wide range of possibilities of application areas for the sensor. Acconeer is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market with the ticker code ACCON, Redeye is the company's Certified Advisor (CA) and can be reached via telephone +46 (0)8 121 576 90 or via mail certifiedadviser@redeye.se. For more information: www.acconeer.com.